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History of changes 
 

Author Version Date Description 
Marco Marsella 0.5 01/06/2017 Added preliminary information on additional response 

formats supported by the pgrfas endpoint 
Marco Marsella 0.4 02/02/2017 Updated to match v2 of the descriptors 
Marco Marsella 0.3 08/01/2017 Clarified query values and their combination in AND 
Marco Marsella 0.2 08/10/2016 Added info element 
Marco Marsella 0.1 18/05/2016 Initial draft 

 

Introduction 
This document describes the Application Programming Interface (API) offered by the Global 

Information System (GLIS) of the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and 
Agriculture (ITPGRFA) that can be used by applications to find and retrieve information about Plant 
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture (PGRFA) and associated DOIs. 

The API implements a simple RESTFUL interface based on a single GET verb with endpoints 
pgrfas, rels and terms. 

HTTPS, the secure version of the HTTP protocol using port 443, is required for any transaction. 
The UTF-8 character set is used throughout the API. Spaces are not allowed anywhere in the 

request URL unless they are properly escaped with %20. 
All values are used in the query as provided. In those search fields that support a LIKE expression 

(as indicated below), you can use the % wildcard character in the search value. Also, search values 
are not case-sensitive. 

In the description of the RESTFUL verbs and keys, for layout reasons, all URLs are relative to the 
base URL. For instance, with a base URL: 

https://glis.planttreaty.org/glisapi/v1/pgrfas? 

saying that you can add holdwiews=phl001 means that the following full URL should be used: 

https://glis.planttreaty.org/glisapi/v1/pgrfas?holdwiews=phl001 

Further keys and query values need to be separated by & as usual. 
Dates follow the ISO-8601 standard; therefore, the following formats are used, depending on what 

details are available: 
YYYY-MM-DD 
YYYY-MM 
YYYY 

API versioning is supported. The current version of the API is named v1 and therefore, the base 
URLs contain this value as in: 

https://glis.planttreaty.org/glisapi/v1/pgrfas? 

Content Negotiation 
The API supports Content Negotiation by returning the results in the format specified in the 

Accept HTTP header. All endpoints suppo result formats JSON (Accept: application/json) or 
XML (Accept: application/xml). The default is XML. 

Clients that cannot handle HTTP headers, can use the &_format query value as follows: 
&_format=xml  to get a XML response 
&_format=json  to get a JSON response 
For the pgrfas endpoint the following formats are also supported: 
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Format HTTP Header Query value 
BrAPI Accept: application/brapi &_format=brapi 

Darwin Core Archive Accept: application/zip &_format=dwc 

JSON-LD Accept: application/ld+json &_format=jsonld 

 
At the moment, the implementation of these additional formats is to be considered work in progress. 

JSON pretty printing 
Adding the &_pretty=true query value facilitates the exploration of the GLIS API through a web 

browser. When included in the request URL, and the requested format is JSON, the resulting JSON 
string is formatted to facilitate interpretation of the result. For XML responses the &_pretty query 
value is ignored. 

To reduce network traffic it is recommended to use the &_pretty query value only when 
necessary. 

Response compression 
To further reduce network traffic, it is possible to request that responses are compressed using 

GZip by using the HTTP header Accept-encoding:gzip. 

Rate limitation 
The query and retrieve actions are subject to rate limitation, i.e. there is a limit to the number of 

requests that each IP address can send to the GLIS API. Your application should check the HTTP 
header and: 

• verify if a HTTP 429 Too Many Requests status code (see RFC 6585) is present. If so, 
the content of the response is an object (in JSON or XML, depending on the format 
requested by the client) explaining the error condition: 

<response> 
 <name>Too Many Requests</name> 
 <message>Up to 3 requests every 10s allowed</message> 
 <code>429</code> 
 <status>429</status> 
 <type>yii\web\TooManyRequestsHttpException</type> 
</response> 

or 
{ 
 "name":"Too Many Requests", 
 "message":" Up to 3 requests every 10s allowed ", 
 "code":429, 
 "status":429, 
 "type":"yii\\web\\TooManyRequestsHttpException" 
} 

• check the HTTP header values X-Rate-Limit-Limit, X-Rate-Limit-Remaining 
and X-Rate-Limit-Reset to properly handle rate limiting 

 
The meaning of the HTTP header values is explained in the following table: 
 

Value Description 
X-Rate-Limit-Limit The maximum number of requests allowed for your IP for each time window 
X-Rate-Limit-Remaining The number of requests that you can still make during the current time window 
X-Rate-Limit-Reset The number of seconds to wait until the number of available requests is 

restored 
 
Please note that the duration of the time window and/or the number of requests allowed in the time 

window can change over time. 
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Pagination 
For efficiency reasons, the response to a successful request is returned in pages. The client 

application should inspect HTTP X-Pagination-xxx headers to find out how to handle paginated 
responses according to the following table: 

 
Value Description 
X-Pagination-Total-Count The total number of records in the response 
X-Pagination-Page-Count The total number of pages 
X-Pagination-Current-Page The index of the current page in the response 
X-Pagination-Per-Page The number of records in each page 

 
For instance, the following headers: 

X-Pagination-Total-Count: 2345 
X-Pagination-Page-Count 24 
X-Pagination-Current-Page: 7 
X-Pagination-Per-Page: 100 

inform the client application that a total of 2,345 records have been found, divided into 24 pages, 
each containing up to 100 records and that the current response contains page 7 (i.e. records 601 to 
700) of the entire response set. 

In order to request a particular page, the client application should add the &page=n query value to 
the request. For instance, the request: 

https://glis.planttreaty.org/glisapi/v1/pgrfas?holdwiews=plh001&page=6 

will return the 6-th page of the response set. 
The number of items returned in a single page (default is 10) can be changed by adding the &per-

page=n query value to the request. Therefore: 

https://glis.planttreaty.org/glisapi/v1/pgrfas?holdwiews=plh001&per-page=20 

will return the first page including up to 20 records of the response set. The maximum number of 
records in a page is limited to 100. 

 

Authentication 
In order to access any API service, HTTP Basic Authentication must be used in the request. 

Username and password to be used are those of the user account registered in Easy-SMTA 
(https://mls.planttreaty.org). Please be advised that after registering on Easy-SMTA, an email must be 
sent to support@planttreaty.org containing the PID assigned by Easy-SMTA and a request to be 
granted access to the API. 

Error conditions 
Upon receiving the HTTPS request, GLIS performs some validity checks that may result in the 

following errors flagged in the HTTP status code and in the response body: 

400 Bad Request 
This error occurs when you send a request using HTTP instead of HTTPS or when you do not 

specify any search key in the PGRFA query 

401 Unauthorized 
The HTTP Basic Authentication credentials are missing, incorrect, or your Easy-SMTA account has 

not been granted access to the GLIS API 

429 Too Many Requests 
This error is caused by the rate limiting mechanism explained above. 
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PGRFA query 
To find PGRFA records, the base URL is: 

https://glis.planttreaty.org/glisapi/v1/pgrfas? 

Add to this one or more {key}={value} pairs where {key} is any of the search keys described 
below (e.g. holdwiews) and {value} is the corresponding search value. For example, the following 
query will find the PGRFA material held at IRRI with biological status "Advanced or improved cultivar" 

holdwiews=phl001&biostatus=500 

You must specify at least one search key. 
It is possible to specify what fields should be included in the response, by adding 

&fields=<list> 

to the request, where <list> is a comma separated list of response field names listed in the table 
below. For example, the following request will return only the DOIs and data of holding institutions for 
all PGRFA records held in Germany: 

holdcountry=deu&fields=doi,M01 

Please note that it is not currently possible to specify individual fields within a complex field (e.g. 
address or country within the M01 field), only the entire complex field will be returned. 

Each PGRFA record can be associated to one or more targets (i.e. URLs of websites where 
additional information can be found on the specific PGRFA material). By default targets are not 
included in the response. To add targets, add &expand=R01 to the request as in the following 
example: 

holdcountry=deu&fields=doi,M01&expand=R01 

In turn, targets are associated to one or more keywords that describe the category of information 
that will be found when following the target link. When requesting the expansion, keywords associated 
to targets are also included. 

Likewise, each PGRFA record is usually associated to one or more other records due to: 
• SMTA transfers, if applicable 
• derivation from other PGRFA 
• creation through breeding or other genetic modification 

Relations are not provided by a separate query described below. 

Search values 
The query values accepted in the request are described in the following table. The LIKE column 

indicates whether a % wildcard character can be inserted in the search value. Please note that value 
names are case sensitive. At least one value needs to be specified, otherwise an error “Please specify 
a search value” will be returned. If two or more values are provided, they will be used in AND in the 
final query 

 
Key LIKE Description 
doi no Digital Object Identifier (DOI) associated to the PGRFA 
holdwiews no FAO/WIEWS Institute code of the holding institution 
holdpid no Easy-SMTA PID of the holding institution or person 
holdname yes Name and surname for persons or Organization name of the holding institution or 

person 
holdcountry no ISO-3166 alpha-3 country code (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3) of 

the holding institution or person 
methodcode no Code of the method through which the PGRFA has been acquired. See Table 1 for 

the codes accepted by this element 
provwiews no FAO/WIEWS Institute code of the providing institution 
provpid no Easy-SMTA PID of the providing institution or person 
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provname yes Name and surname for persons or Organization name of the providing institution 
provcountry no ISO-3166 alpha-3 country code (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3) of 

the providing institution or person 
provenance no ISO-3166 alpha-3 country code (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3) of 

the providing institution or person 
collwiews no FAO/WIEWS Institute code of the collecting institution 
collpid no Easy-SMTA PID of the collecting institution or person 
collname yes Name and surname for persons or Organization name of the collecting institution or 

person 
collcountry no ISO-3166 alpha-3 country code (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3) of 

the collecting institution or person 
bredwiews no FAO/WIEWS Institute code of the breeding institution 
bredpid no Easy-SMTA PID of the breeding institution or person 
bredname yes Name and surname for persons or Organization name of the breeding institution or 

person 
bredcountry no ISO-3166 alpha-3 country code (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-3) of 

the breeding institution or person 
identifier no Any identifier associated with the PGRFA, excluding the DOI 
genus yes Genus of the PGRFA 
species yes Species and other taxonomic elements 
name yes Any name associated with the PGRFA 
biostatus no Code of the biological status. See Table 2 for the codes accepted by this element. 

Note that the codes are hierarchical and treated as such. For instance, searching for 
WIld (100) will find all 1xx codes 

mlsstatus no Code for the inclusion into the Multilateral System. See Table 3 for the codes 
accepted by this element 

targetkw no Code for the keyword for a target associated to the PGRFA. To obtain the list of 
keyword codes, please see "Controlled vocabulary query" below 

 
Some examples are provided below 

Search value(s) Description 
?holdcountry=deu&biostatus=300 PGRFA held in Germany and with Biostatus 

“Tranditional cultivar/landrace” 
?holdcountry=deu&identifier=ABCD% PGRFA held in Germany with identifier beginning 

with “ABCD” 
?holdcountry=deu&genus= PGRFA held in Germany with identifier beginning 

with “ABCD” 
 

Response field names 
The response contains fields as listed in the document "GLIS Descriptors" available at 

http://www.fao.org/plant-treaty/areas-of-work/global-information-system/descriptors/en/. Please note 
that field names are case sensitive. Field R02: “Progenitor’s DOI(s)” is not present in the pgrfas 
endpoint response.  A list of related DOIs can be obtained through the relations endpoint 
described below 

 
Field Description Remarks 
doi Digital Object Identifier (DOI) associated to the 

PGRFA 
 

url GLIS landing page for the PGRFA  
user GLIS user account who registered the PGRFA See Location object below 
M01 Location where the sample is held See Location object below 
M02 Local sample unique identifier  
M03 Date ISO-8601 format 
M04 Method See Coding tables below 
M05 Genus or crop name  
R01 Targets The URLs of websites where additional 
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information on the PGRFA can be found. 
Each target is associated to one or more 
controlled vocabulary term code (see 
Controlled vocabulary query below). 

R03 Biological status See Coding tables below 
R04 Additional taxonomic category  
R05 Names Array of names 
R06 Other identifiers Array of identifier types and values 
R07 MLS status See Coding tables below 
R08 Physical existence true/false in JSON or 1/0 in XML 
A01 Provider's location See Location object below 
A02 Provider's sample unique identifier  
A03 Country of provenance ISO-3166 apha-3 code 
A04 Collector's location See Location object below 
A05 Collector's sample unique identifier  
A06 Collecting mission identifier  
A07 Location where sample was collected  
A08 Latitude Decimal degrees 
A09 Longitude Decimal degrees 
A10 Uncertainty  
A11 Geodetic datum See Coding tables below 
A12 Georeferencing method See Coding tables below 
A13 Elevation  
A14 Collecting date ISO-8601 format 
A15 Collecting source  
A16 Breeder's location See Location object below 
A17 Ancestry  

Moreover, an info element is also added containing the following elements: 
modified is the date of last change in ISO-8601 format 
doiregistered is the date of DOI registration to the DataCite registry. If this element is missing 

or null, the DOI has not been registered yet and should therefore not be used in 
publications 

Some additional details on the elements of the response are provided below: 
• some elements may have multiple values, e.g. M05, names associated to the sample. In 

this case, an array is used in JSON while <item>...</item> in XML represents a single 
array value. The XML element name depends on the specific descriptor 

• some elements are represented by codes, e.g. M04, method. The response contains both 
the code and the description in the language specified in the Accept-Language HTTP 
header value 

• the user element provides information on the user account that registered the PGRFA. 
This is usualy the same as the location where the PGRFA is maintained (M01). However, 
one user may maintain material in different locations or, in the future, one account may act 
on behalf of other holding persons and/or institutions 

• the url is the HTML landing page in GLIS associated to the PGRFA 
• newlines may be present in the data and they are escaped as \r\n or \n 
• boolean values are represented by true and false in JSON and 1 and 0 in XML 
• the country codes follow the ISO-3166 standard (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-

1_alpha-3) 
• latitude and logitude are expressed in decimal degrees 
• dates are in ISO-8601 format including date fragments according to data availability 
• terms associated to targets are encoded according to the corresponding GLIS controlled 

vocabulary as described below 
• empty values can be represented by "", [] or null, depending on the type of the element 
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Location object 
Several response fields are related to locations, e.g. M01 or C05 and some of them are indeed an 

array of locations, e.g. C05 when more than one collecting institute or person is involved. Their value 
is an object (or an array of objects), each one containing the following fields: 

 
Field Description 
name Name 
wiews FAO/WIEWS Institute code 
pid Easy-SMTA PID 
address Address 
country ISO-3166 apha-3 country code 
lat Latitude in decimal degrees 
lon Longitude in decimal degrees 

Some fields may be missing, e.g. lat and lon are present only for M01. 

Relationships query 
This query returns the relationships of the PGRFA passed as subject that are described as triples: 

subject, operator, object 

Subject and object are indicated as the corresponding DOI. 
To retrieve the relations, the base URL is: 

https://glis.planttreaty.org/glisapi/v1/rels 

Search values 
The query values accepted in the request are described in the following table. Values are used as 

exact matches. Please note that value names are case sensitive. At least the subject value needs to 
be specified, otherwise an error “Please specify a search value” will be returned. Please note that only 
direct relations are returned, i.e. the PGRFAs directly related to the subject, without any recursion. 

 
Key Description 
doi Digital Object Identifier (DOI) associated to the PGRFA for which relations are 

requested. Mandatory 
role Role of doi in the relationships. Optional, defaults to any. Accepted values are: 

any all relationships are returned 
subject only relationships in which doi is the subject are returned 
object only relationships in which doi is the object are returned 

oper Relational operator code to filter the relations. Optional; if specified, only the relations 
with the given operator will be returned. See Table 4 below for the available codes 

 
No search key is supported. Pagination and response field selection are supported. 

Response field names 
If the query is successful, the response is an array of triples: 
 

Field Description 
subject The DOI of the PGRFA subject that was 

provided as search value 
oper The code of the relation operator 
object The DOI of the PGRFA related to subject 

through oper 
If an error is found the response is an object with the only field error describing the problem. 
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Controlled vocabulary query 
To describe the kind of information that will be found in the targets, GLIS adopts a simple 

controlled vocabulary. 
To retrieve the content of the vocabulary, the base URL is: 

https://glis.planttreaty.org/glisapi/v1/terms 

No search key is supported. The response term language is the one indicated in the Accept-
Language HTTP header. Pagination and response field selection are supported. Response fields are: 

 
Field Description 
code Unique term code 
language ISO-639-1 two-letter language code 
term Term 

Each term is translated into the languages supported by GLIS. All translations of the same term 
share the same code. For example, term code 6 identifies the following language translations: 

English: pedigree/ancestry  
Frech:  pédigrée/ascendance  
Spanish: pedigrí/ascendencia 
Arabic: النسب/نسب 
Russian: родословная 
Chinese: 系譜/血統 

Coding tables 
This section lists the codes used in the elements above unless a link is provided to some external 

reference site in the element description. Codes must be entered exactly as shown, in lowercase. 

Table 1: [methodcode] 
Code Description 
acqu PGRFA is acquired 
hadv Harvested - Distinct variant 
hand Harvested - Novel distinct PGRFA 
obna Observation - Natural 
obin Observation - Inherited 

 

 

Table 2: [biostatus] 
Code Description 
100 Wild 
110 Natural 
120 Semi-natural/wild 
130 WeedSemi-natural/sown 

200 Weedy 
300 Traditional cultivar/landrace 
400 Breeding/Research material 
410 Breeder's line 
411 Synthetic population 
412 Hybrid 
413 Founder stock/base population 
414 Inbred line (parent of hybrid cultivar) 
415 Segregating population 
416 Clonal selection 
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420 Genetic stock 
421 Mutant (e.g. induced/insertion mutants, tilling populations) 
422 Cytogenetic stocks (e.g. chromosome addition/substitution, aneuploids, amphiploids) 
423 Other genetic stocks (e.g. mapping populations) 
500 Advanced or improved cultivar (conventional breeding methods) 
600 GMO (by genetic engineering) 

 

Table 3: [mlsstatus] 
Code Description 
0 Not available under the MLS 
1 Available under the MLS 
11 The sample is of a crop listed in Annex I and is under the management and control of a Contracting 

Party to the Treaty and declared to be in the public domain 
12 The sample is in a collection subject to an agreement concluded under Article 15 of the Treaty 
13 The holder received the sample with SMTA 
14 The holder has voluntarily placed the sample  in the MLS 
15 The sample is derived from, and distinct from, material previously received from the MLS, is still under 

development and not yet ready for commercialization, and may be made available at the discretion of 
the developer 

 

Table 4: Operator codes 
Code Description 
acfr Acquired from. The PGRFA was received from a Provider. The related DOI identifies the Provider's 

sample 
crfr Created from. The PGRFA was obtained through crossing parent PGRFAs. The related DOIs identify 

the parent samples 
defr Derived from. The PGRFA was obtained from another sample. The related DOI identifies such original 

sample  
 


